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WISH HOUSE NEWS #8
Greetings!
WISH HOUSE is the group, sponsored by Japanese, for caring children who have problems,
which were dropped out the school, labored and have no chance to study because of poverty.
Here will be the shelter of the children who have problems and try to protect them temporarily
from their problems.

Ⅰ. Graduation ceremony
On April 4, 2013, we had a graduation ceremony at WISH HOUSE. The Purok leader, Ms
Virginia L. Ragadio also attended the ceremony and speeched. We had 32 graduates and had a
great simple and solemnly ceremony. We hope they will apply for the public schools in the next
school year.

Ⅱ．The great number of Japanese visitors
From January 13, we had a great number of Japanese visitors, 54! , they enjoyed the stay here
in Subic. They stayed at WISH HOUSE and visited the area where our pupils live in,
Calapacuan, Calapandayan, Cawag, Holo, Ilwas, Mangahan, Naugsol, Matain. They spent a
time together teaching basic writing, calculation, Japanese cultures, arts, crafts, sports,
swimming, climbing the mountains, etc. They experienced the Philippine’s life-style!

Ⅲ．Visited Manggahan Elementary School Annex
On February 13, with 3 Japanese visitors we visited Manggahan Elementary School Annex and
exchanged cultural program with the pupils. The visitors taught 3 kinds of “Origami”. The kids
enjoyed it very much. We also gave the school supplies which donated from Japan. If we have
chance, we would like to visit there again.

Ⅳ．What can we do at WISH HOUSE?
After finishing 5 years school term at WISH HOUSE, our ability for caring the children became
much more expanded. What WISH HOUSE could do here in Subic? 1. Teach and support the
basic education, writing and calculation especially for the children who can not go school. 2.
Feeding for the malnutrition children 3. The children could stay at WISH HOUSE and we
support their study. All kids enjoyed staying with us and almost everybody were getting eager
to study at public school in the next year.

Ⅴ. Petition to the Mayor
1. Information; If there are the children who cannot go to school because of poverty in Subic,
we are pleased to know and care them on our institution. We would like you to inform us
the children. We will do our activities under your regulations.
We appreciate with all your cooperation and understandings of our project!!
Reported by YOKO KURAMOTO
Coordinator, NPO GFNP

